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1.

The First Year of EPA
Implementation: Success Stories
and Implementation Challenges

A Positive First Year of EPA Implementation
• A positive first year of EPA implementation – EU27 merchandise trade with Japan
increased by 5.8% in 2019 compared to the previous year, in a balanced manner for both
sides.
• 53.5% of all EU goods eligible for tariff preferences actually benefitted from those
preferences, which is a promising result for the first year of implementation.

• 35,4% of Japanese goods benefitted from the EPA preferences.

An EPA Success Story for EU27 Agricultural Products
• The EPA’s preference utilisation rate (PUR) for the agricultural products sector has
been much higher than the average during Feb-Dec 2019, amounting to 85.2%.
• Imports eligible to tariff preferences in the form of a tariff cut, normally benefit from the
preference (e.g. meat) – unless there are problems at the level of rules of origin.
• Certain imports subject to tariff rate quota (TRQ) constraints had a relatively limited time
to adapt to the EPA (e.g. dairy products, including cheese), however, the EU has worked
together with Japan to solve related difficulties.

Results for EU27 NAMA Products in the First Year of
EPA Implementation
• The EPA’s PUR for NAMA products has been below average during Feb-Dec 2019.
• This has been notably the case for some processed agricultural products (PAPs), the
chemicals or the textiles/footwear product sectors.
• For sectors with long transitional periods, the PUR is expected to increase as the tariff
phasing out is gradually implemented (i.e. sugar confectionery, chocolate, footwear).

• For other sectors, more specific concerns, often related to burdensome administrative
procedures, have been detected (i.e. chemicals, textiles, footwear).

Japan’s Trade with the World and with EU27: 2019

Source: Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO) .

2.

The Second Year of EPA
Implementation: COVID-19 Crisis Impact

The Second Year of EPA Implementation Has Been
Affected by the COVID-19 crisis
• The second year of EPA implementation has been slowed down by the COVID-19
crisis.
• The EU-Japan trade flows have also been impacted; EU27 exports to Japan decreased by
-10% and Japan’s exports to EU27 decreased by -14% for the period Jan–Jul 2020,
compared to the same period of 2019.

• All high-level meetings and specialised committees had to be postponed and will take
place remotely (by DVC) between the end of 2020 and the first quarter of 2021.

EU27 Exports to Japan (million EUR):
Jan-Jul 2018 / Jan-Jul 2019 / Jan-Jul 2020
• As the EPA took effect in Feb 2019, EU exports to Japan grew in Jan-Jul 2019 by 2,389 million EUR
(+7.2%), compared to Jan-Jul 2018.
• In the context of the COVID-19 crisis, in Jan-Jul 2020, EU exports to Japan recorded a 3,545 million
EUR decrease (-10%), compared to Jan-Jul 2019.
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EU27 Imports From Japan (million EUR):
Jan-Jul 2018 / Jan-Jul 2019 / Jan-Jul 2020
• As the EPA took effect in Feb 2019, Jan-Jul 2019 EU imports from Japan grew by 2,692 million EUR
(+7.7%), compared to Jan-Jul 2018.

Value in million EUR

• In the context of the COVID-19 crisis, in Jan-Jul 2020, EU imports from Japan recorded a 5,377
million EUR decrease (-14%), compared to Jan-Jul 2019.
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3.

EPA Implementation – Facilitation
Measures Taken, Efforts Going
Forward, and EU-Japan
Cooperation

EPA Implementation Facilitation Measures Taken
• Promotion of the EPA:
• Publication of explanatory guidelines (e.g. on proof of origin procedures);
• Launch of an EPA Helpdesk under the EU-Japan Centre for Industrial Cooperation to
support and guide EU SMEs in their search for relevant information.
• Organisation of seminars and webinars by the EU Delegation to Tokyo and the EUJapan Centre for Industrial Cooperation;
• DG TRADE’s Far East Unit has participated to EPA promotion events in 13 EU
Member States since the completion of the EPA negotiations.
• Simplification of the EPA customs procedures between Aug-Dec 2019, which can be
partially linked to PUR improvements starting with the fourth quarter of 2019 in certain
product sectors, such as footwear.

EPA Implementation Efforts Going Forward
• Moving forward, there is a need to continue focusing on the ensuring an even smoother
EPA implementation, through clarifying and when needed improving administrative
procedures, and monitoring of how businesses adapt to the progressive phasing out of
remaining tariffs.

• Further action is needed to raise awareness and promote the EPA towards small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), to ensure they fully benefit from the benefits the EPA
brings.
• Awareness actions will have to continue in order to mobilise new potential exporters in
view of the increased market opportunities arising with the progressive tariff
liberalisation.

EU-Japan Cooperation on EPA Implementation
• EU and Japan contacts have continued during the COVID-19 crisis – the postponed
high-level meetings and specialised committees will take place remotely (by DVC) between
the end of 2020 and the first quarter of 2021.
• The upcoming virtual EU-Japan Joint Ministerial Committee (January 2021 – date to be
confirmed) could be an opportunity to further work on the:

• addition of Japanese and EU Geographical Indications to the list of protected names
under the EPA;
• update of technical regulations on cars;

• adoption of domestic measures to complete the second stage of the mutual recognition
of wine-making additives.

EU-Japan Cooperation Commitments for the Future
• The EPA Chapter on Good regulatory practices and regulatory cooperation provides an
avenue for the EU and Japan to keep up to speed with future technological
developments and corresponding regulatory needs.
• Strategic cooperation on emerging regulatory issues.
• A tool for the EU and Japan to preserve a line of alignment when regulating, based
on international standards (e.g. as per the EPA in in the automotive, chemicals or
cosmetics sectors).
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